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Abstract—This paper demonstrates a new polar transmitter ar-
chitecture, which uses the digitized envelope signal to control the
drain voltage of a switching mode power amplifier (PA). It is based
on a novel polar modulation using the constant envelope modu-
lated signal. Among the various constant envelope modulators, the
��modulator is chosen for its noise-shaping characteristic. It en-
ables the use of a highly efficient switching amplifier with high lin-
earity. For demonstration, the overall transmitter is implemented
and tested with a code-division multiple-access IS-95A signal. The
class-D and class-F amplifiers are designed and compared for the
optimum operation. The experimental results show that the ampli-
fier with small device size is suitable for this application because
of the fast switching requirement. For the class-F amplifier, the
measured power-added efficiency is 51.7% at 22.1 dBm and the
overall efficiency (considering the amplified quantization noise) is
31%. The adjacent channel power ratios at 885 kHz and 1.98 MHz
are lower than 44.9 and 55.6 dBc at the output power range
from 10.8 to 22.1 dBm without any pre-distortion techniques. The
overall efficiency is improved to 48.6% with a three-level quan-
tized�� modulator. The results clearly show that the highly effi-
cient switching mode PA can be controlled efficiently using a digital
signal from the �� envelope modulation technique.

Index Terms—Code division multiple access (CDMA), constant
envelope modulator, efficiency, IS-95A, linearity, multibit, polar
modulator, power amplifier (PA), RF transmitter, sigma–delta,
DS-to-phase modulation ( DS PM).

I. INTRODUCTION

FLEXIBLE transmitters handling multimode and multiband
are inevitable for the evolution of the wireless communi-

cation system. The flexibility of the digital signal processing
(DSP)-based system has enabled the multimode operation of the
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Fig. 1. Next-generation transmitter architecture.

baseband modem chips, but the multimode and multiband oper-
ation in the analog and RF area is not familiar yet. Recently, as
the CMOS-based DSP technology evolves, there are many ef-
forts to migrate the radio function into the DSP and to control
the radio function using the DSP [1]–[6].

Digital radio provides many benefits including robustness to
variations from component inaccuracies and aging. Moreover, a
smaller circuit area from a higher integration level of Si CMOS
technology and lower fabrication cost are allowed. As the tech-
nology advances toward higher speed of operation, the trans-
mitter, employing a direct-digital synthesizer (DDS), as shown
in Fig. 1, will arrive at the terminal. It directly synthesizes the
microwave signal from the digital processor and the only analog
component in the transmitter chain is the power amplifier (PA).

The PA should be highly linear for the increased bandwidth
and peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of the signals as the
wireless services move to fourth generation (4G) for higher data
rate. It also requires high efficiency for long battery lifetime,
but the linear operation necessitates the tradeoff with the ef-
ficiency, i.e., the approach for the next-generation transmitter
should be accompanied by the highly efficient and linear PA.
The switching mode PA is so efficient that it is suitable for
the portable handset applications requiring long battery time.
However, the nonlinear characteristic of the switching amplifier
makes it hard to deal with the time-varying envelope signals, and
the direct adoption of switching amplifier is inappropriate. The
linear amplification using nonlinear components (LINCs) [10],
bandpass modulation BP M [7]–[9], and polar modu-
lator/envelope elimination and restoration (EER) [11]–[16] en-
ables the linear amplification with the switching amplifier by
modulating the input signals or power supply.

The LINC system generates two constant envelope signals by
adding the error signals, then amplifies and combines two sig-
nals. Since the error signal is dissipated as heat in the combining
process, the efficiency of the system is not high.

0018-9480/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Operation principle of constant envelope supply-modulated PA.

The RF transmitter employing a BP M, seemingly the
closest solution for the digital radio, converts a modulated
signal into a pulse train in the time domain by adding noise
in out-of-band, while preserving the signal. The pulse train
can be amplified using a highly efficient switching mode PA.
However, the added noise degrades the transmitter efficiency.
The BP M requires unrealistically high sampling frequency,
usually four times the RF carrier frequency. Such a high-speed
digital circuit consumes significant power so that the efficiency
of the system gets worse.

The polar modulator/EER system ideally delivers 100%
efficiency even for the high PAPR signals. The switching PA
is modulated by the envelope signal through power supply so
the high efficiency is maintained with assumption of a 100%
amplitude modulator [17], [18]. However, the nonlinear char-
acteristic of the switching amplifier induces some distortion
at the output, mainly due to the /PM. It is so serious a
problem in designing the polar modulator/EER system that the
pre-distortion technique is required to minimize the distortion
effects. Recently, there are some good results to solve the
problem [11]–[16], but they require complex circuitries for
implementation.

The constant envelope modulator solves the problem by con-
verting the time-varying envelope signal into a just 1-bit infor-
mation assisted by added noise [19], [20]. Instead of continu-
ously modulating the power supply, it turns the amplifier on and
off. The discrete switching action linearly combines the phase
signal with the constant envelope modulated signal. The con-
cept of the constant envelope supply-modulated PA is described
in Fig. 2. The number of quantization levels can be increased
to reduce the quantization noise using the multibit quantizer.
In this case, the nonlinearity from the multilevel can be
easily corrected for its discrete characteristic. In this architec-
ture, any modulated signal is converted to a pulse train and the
signal can control a highly efficient switch amplifier in the RF
domain. Therefore, the transmitter is easily reconfigured in the
digital domain for SDR application.

In this paper, we have designed and demonstrated the trans-
mitter employing the constant envelope modulator. Although
the basic idea has been discussed in [21], this study presents a
more detailed description and further experimental results. After
reviewing various constant envelope modulators and their char-
acteristics with a CDMA IS-95A signal in Section II, Section III
discusses the design of the overall transmitter from the digital

baseband processors to the switching mode RF PAs. It presents
the optimum design of the PA with switching action. Section IV
shows the experimental results of the designed transmitter for
the CDMA IS-95A signal. In Section V, we extend our research
to the multibit operation for better performances. No digital pre-
distortion technique is applied for this system to purely demon-
strate the effect of the constant envelope modulation.

II. VARIOUS CONSTANT ENVELOPE MODULATORS

In the proposed transmitter architecture, the PA roles as the
signal multiplier in the time domain. The multiplication in the
time domain is mathematically the convolution in the frequency
domain. Therefore, the constant envelope modulators, which
can provide the previously mentioned advantages, produce the
convolution output spectrum at the amplifier output. It means the
quantization noise in the modulator’s output influences to the
output spectrum of the PA. It should be carefully decided which
one is the optimum for the transmitter applications among the
various constant envelope modulators.

A. Design Considerations of Constant Envelope Modulators

The square-shape pulse of the modulator’s output signal con-
tains the quantization noise and the PA amplifies not only the
signal, but also the quantization noise. For exact estimation of
the efficiency, the portion of the quantization noise should be
subtracted from the PA’s efficiency. The efficiency of the 1-bit
modulator is defined as

(1)

(2)

where is the efficiency of the PA. represents the input
signal portion contained in the output pulse of the constant enve-
lope modulator. The peak-to-quantization power ratio (PQPR)
and PAPR are defined as

permissible peak input signal power
output quantization level power

(3)

peak input signal power
average input signal power.

(4)

The permissible signal peak power is restricted by the stability
of the modulator. Usually, for the modulator employing the low-
order loop filter, the permissible signal peak power is the same
to the quantization level power. As the order of the loop filter in-
creases, however, the permissible signal peak power decreases.
The quantization level power is determined by the quantiza-
tion level, as the word says. For the envelope signal, which is
always positive, the quantization level can be set to 1 and 0
for the two-level quantization. The criteria level can be opti-
mized to minimize the amount of the quantization noise. The

1 quantization can be used for ease of combining the enve-
lope and phase signals, which enables just flipping the up-con-
verted phase signal. However, the signal efficiency is lower than
the 1/0 quantization since the negative quantization value gen-
erates more quantization noise than the 1/0 quantization. The
quantization noise can be reduced by the multibit quantization,
resulting in the efficiency enhancement over the predicted value
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Fig. 3. Spectra of the envelope PWM and RPWM for CDMA IS-95A signal.

from (1)–(4). In the case, the PQPR term increases as the output
quantization level power decreases.

The constant envelope modulator is inherently nonlinear due
to the existence of the quantizer. It adds the quantization noise
to the input signal to make the square shape. The quantiza-
tion noise influencing the efficiency of the modulator is also
related to the spectral linearity. As the quantization noise re-
duces, the spectral linearity of the output signal gets better. With
multibit quantization, the higher oversampling of the signal al-
lows the reduced quantization noise. A more specific mecha-
nism determining the linearity depends on the transfer function
of the modulators.

B. Various Constant Envelope Modulators

There are many types of modulators, which convert the time-
varying envelope signal into the constant envelope signal. Here,
pulsewidth modulation (PWM), random pulsewidth modulation
(RPWM), modulation, and modulation are reviewed in
the aspect of the modulation efficiency and linearity.

1) Pulsewidth Modulator: PWM uses a square wave whose
duty cycle is modulated according to the variation of the wave-
form’s average value. The absence of a feedback loop enables a
high-speed operation of the modulator. Moreover, the amount of
quantization noise is not large so that the signal efficiency of the
modulator is high. For the CDMA IS-95A signal, the signal effi-
ciency is 75%. However, the PWM waveforms are composed of
a component at the desired fundamental frequency and a number
of undesired harmonics centered at each integer multiple of the
switching frequency, as shown in Fig. 3. Thus, the strict post fil-
tering is required to alleviate the harmonics.

2) Random Pulsewidth Modulator: RPWM has evolved to
solve the harmonic problem of the PWM. Instead of a sawtooth
or a triangle waveform based on a fixed switching frequency, it
employs the random number generator and voltage-controlled
oscillator. The control voltage of the oscillator varies randomly
so that there is no specific switching frequency. It has an ef-
fect to remove the discrete harmonics, but the continuous noise
level increases. Thus, it has higher quantization noise than the
PWM so the signal efficiency gets lower to 62%. The spectra of

RPWM compared with PWM is presented in Fig. 3. The noise
level is too high to be useful for the transmitter.

3) and Modulator: The modulator is a kind of
predictive encoder, whose output is based on the difference be-
tween a sample of the input and a predicted value of that sample.
The advantage of this structure is that larger input signals are
allowed because the difference is smaller than the input signal
itself for the oversampled signal. However, the order of the loop
filter in the feedback path is limited for the stability issue so
that the high-order circuitry for an accurate prediction is dif-
ficult to design. The modulator shown in Fig. 4 employs
oversampling and noise-shaping techniques to lower the quan-
tization noise [22], [23]. The oversampling occurs whenever a
signal is sampled at a frequency larger than twice its bandwidth.
It widens the spectrum unnecessarily. Regardless of increased
sample rate, however, the quantization noise power remains un-
changed. Thus, the oversampling makes the noise power density
go down as the spectrum widens. The benefit obtained from the
oversampling is supplemented by a filtering operation that shifts
part of the noise to a high frequency, leaving less in the base-
band. The simple equivalent model described in Fig. 4 shows
that the signal and quantization noise have different transfer
functions; low-pass filter for the signal and high-pass filter for
the quantization noise as

(5)

(6)

where

(7)

(8)

Thus, the oversampling effect can be expressed as follows:

(9)

and the noise within the signal boundary is given by

(10)

where is the order of the loop filter. The above equations
clearly show that the high over-sampling ratio (OSR) and loop
filter order reduces the quantization noise at the signal boundary
so that high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is acquired. Note that
the does not increase , but the SNR, as observed from
the simulation results with the CDMA IS-95A signal in Fig. 5.
For , as the OSR increases from 8 to 100, the amount
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Fig. 4. Operation principle of ��-modulator.

Fig. 5. Simulated output spectra of 1-bit (two-level) second-order ��-digi-
tized transmitter versus OSRs for CDMA IS-95A signal. The noise (closely re-
lated to the spectral linearity) reduces as the OSR increases. The ACPR of the
signal source is approximately �61 dBc at 885-kHz offset.

of quantization noise near the signal boundary effectively de-
creases. With , the modulator operates at a
250-MHz sample rate, and it satisfies the regulation for the spec-
trum emission mask over the transmit band of CDMA IS-95A.

The multibit quantization in the modulation also im-
proves the SNR. For the -bit quantizer, the SNR is defined
as follows:

(11)

In the decibel scale,

(12)

(13)

This expression links the number of bits to the SNR. The simu-
lation result in Fig. 6(a) demonstrates that the above description

is pretty accurate. For 1-bit increment (from two- to four level),
there is approximately 6-dB improvement in the noise power
spectrum density. In Fig. 6(b), we have shown the noise density
at the receive band of the CDMA IS-95A system. One zero at
the receive band is included in the loop filter of the mod-
ulator to reduce the noise. In this case, the noise is suppressed
approximately 7.5 dB/bit. Combining with the filtering effect
of the duplexer positioned behind the PA, the 250-MHz fourth-
order modulator employing the three-level quantizer satis-
fies the noise-level requirement at the receive band, as shown in
Fig. 7.

Compared to the other constant envelope modulation
techniques mentioned above, the modulator provides the
most suitable performance due to the accurate noise-shaping
characteristic. The signal efficiency of the 1-bit mod-
ulator is 60% at an 80-MHz sample rate for the CDMA
IS-95A signal.

III. DESIGN OF -DIGITIZED RF TRANSMITTER

The -digitized transmitter architecture we have studied
is shown in Fig. 8. It takes advantages of relatively low OSR
and low-speed digital circuitry by the envelope modula-
tion (EDSM) [19], [20]. Even though the sample rate of the

-digitized envelope signal is higher than the bandwidth of
the complex signal, it is still lower than the RF carrier frequency.
Compared to the transmitter architecture employing a bandpass

modulator (BPDSM) [7]–[9], the sampling frequency de-
creases from a few gigahertz to dozens of megahertz range.
Moreover, the role of the modulator in this case is as a
DAC and the main function of the modulation is performed
in the digital domain, which can provide efficient and precise
signal processing. The -digitized envelope signal turns the
switching mode PA on and off and is combined with an RF
up-converted phase signal through the PA. The phase modu-
lated input power level and dc bias of the PA can be easily con-
trolled by a field-programmable fate array (FPGA) for linear
amplification [10].

A. Digital Baseband Processor

In the -digitized transmitter architecture, the majority of
the functions can be done digitally, except the frequency up-con-
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Fig. 6. (a) Simulated transmitter (Tx) band output spectra with OSR = 32

versus quantization levels. (b) Simulated receiver (Rx) band output spectra
of ��-digitized transmitter with OSR = 100 versus quantization levels for
CDMA IS-95A signal; The noise at Rx band is reduced as the quantization level
increases. The order of the loop filter is increased to four by inserting the zero.

version, amplification, and filtering. The high-performance DSP
engine is the elementary unit for this architecture. The DSP en-
gine, shown in Fig. 9, creates two types of signals: the enve-
lope and constant envelope I/Q signals. It consists of the inter-
polation filter, vector translation, modulator, and
modulator. The purpose of the interpolation filter is to take ad-
vantage of the increased clock frequency, and to suppress all
unnecessary replicas of the signal spectrum occurring between
the baseband and . The cascade of the root-raised co-
sine (RRC) and comb filter are used as the interpolation filter to
up-sample the baseband in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) signal. The
vector translation from the I/Q to the polar is conducted by a
coordinate rotation digital calculation (CORDIC) processor. It
generates the envelope and phase signals, of which the latter is
in the range of to . The phase signal from the CORDIC is
then applied to block to generate the normalized I/Q

Fig. 7. (a) Measured S21 of the duplexer from CTS Wireless, Elkhart, IN.
(b) Spectra of 250-MHz fourth-order three-level��-digitized transmitter sim-
ulated with the measured duplexer’s S-parameters.

Fig. 8. Proposed transmitter architecture.

Fig. 9. Digital part of the proposed transmitter implemented in FPGA.

signal and for up-conversion, and the enve-
lope signal is up-sampled again and modulated by the digital

modulator.
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Fig. 10. Single-bit second-order CRFF ��-modulator.

Fig. 11. CDMA IS-95A phase signal with various information bits.

In the noise-shaping loop, all signals are digital, and hence,
no internal data conversion is required. For the same reason,
the signal processing in the loop is highly accurate, and we do
not need to take any analog imperfections into account when
predicting the actual behavior of the loop, compared with the
conventional switched-capacitor discrete-time modulator
SC M or the continuous time modulator CT M .

Moreover, for its simple 1-bit characteristic of the output pulse
stream, the simple zero-order sample and hold (ZOH) circuit
can replace the high-resolution DAC. Even for the multibit mod-
ulator, what is needed are the multiple simple ZOH circuits,
which are also very simple structures.

From the simulation, we found that 80-MHz
single-bit second-order cascade-of-resonator with a distributed
feed-forward (CRFF) low-pass modulator satisfies the min-
imum linearity requirements for the CDMA IS-95A signal. The
block diagram of the modulator is shown in Fig. 10, whose co-
efficients are generated using MATLAB [23].

B. Analog and RF Processors

The analog/RF parts of the transmitter consist of two DACs,
pulse amplifier, quadrature modulator, variable gain amplifier,
and switching mode PA, as shown in Fig. 8. For the phase path,
two DACs operate with a 20-MHz update rate. From the simu-
lation, we have found that more than 10 bits are needed to repre-
sent the phase information for CDMA IS-95A. The spectra with
various information bits are presented in Fig. 11. The quadrature
modulator upconverts the normalized I/Q signals and drives the
variable gain amplifier. The input power levels and dc bias of

Fig. 12. Pulse driving to switch.

the PA can be controlled by the FPGA through dc-to-dc con-
verters [10]. For the envelope path, the -digitized envelope
pulse stream is amplified to the level suitable for turning on and
off the PA. An inverter can act as the pulse amplifier with an ap-
propriate driving current for a high slew rate switching action,
as shown in Fig. 12. From the relation between the voltage and
current with the capacitive charging, the slew rate is

(14)

where is the gate–source capacitance of the switching
device and is the drain–source capacitance of the main
amplifier device. When is fixed for certain devices,
the available switching speed is determined by the driving
current. Similarly, when there is a limitation to the driving
current, should be small. However, the on resistance
of the switch is inversely proportional to the size of the device,
which is proportional to , and there should be a compromise
between the switching speed and device size.

The switching mode PA for the -digitized transmitter
should be turned on and off at a high sample rate. The key
design factor is to deliver the pulse signal to the PA, while
isolating the amplified RF signal from the bias line. The ratio
of the pulse to the carrier frequency is more than 10%, and the
usage of the choke inductor on the bias line prevents the pulse
signal from being delivered to the drain node. Moreover, the
capacitances on the bias line can cause slewing of the pulse
signal. The minimum pulsewidth should be larger than the
sum of rising time and falling time of the pulse

(15)

If the capacitance is large enough to overrule the above con-
dition, there is a power loss and, hence, the efficiency is de-
graded. The MOS switch with low on resistance is positioned
at the drain to turn on and off the PA. The on resistance causes
the voltage drop through the switch device, which results in ef-
ficiency degradation.

The class-D PA employs the transformer whose center tap
can be used for drain biasing. It basically has a push–pull archi-
tecture so the drain bias node forms a virtual ground. It means
that the fundamental frequency component does not exist at this
point, while the second harmonic is shorted by the small capac-
itor [18]. The pulse signal is now delivered to the drain without
any interferences, and turns the PA on and off. The schematic
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Fig. 13. Class-D PA with control switch.

Fig. 14. Class-F PA with control switch.

of the class-D PA with a control switch is shown in Fig. 13.
However, the push–pull architecture inherently has three capac-
itances on the bias line; two device capacitances and second
harmonic short capacitance. The high speed switching is diffi-
cult to achieve for the limited slew rate by these capacitances,
i.e., the increase of and . The class-F PA is very similar
with the class-D PA, class-B bias, and harmonic tuning network,
except that it has just one device for amplification [17]. In fact,
the class-F amplifier is not a switching amplifier, but a satu-
ration amplifier. By overdriving the amplifier, it generates har-
monics and controls them using the harmonic tuning network.
The harmonic tuning network consists of the harmonic trap cir-
cuits and the tuning line for compensating the detuning effect of
the device parasitic components [24]. The drain bias voltage is
supplied through the quarter-wavelength line. Fig. 14 shows the
schematic of the class-F PA with the MOS switch. Compared to
the class-D PA, it has the reduced device capacitance so that the
slewing effect by decreases by one-half. In Section IV, the
implementation and measurement results are shown and com-
pared for each amplifier.

Fig. 15. DC power consumption of the implemented PA and FPGA.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The overall functions in Fig. 9 are realized with a high-per-
formance FPGA board employing Xilinx Virtex-4. The imple-
mented FPGA, manufactured in 1.2-V 90-nm triple-oxide tech-
nology, consumes approximately 18 mW at the 80-MHz sample
rate. The power consumption is already low, but can be further
reduced by optimizing the circuit. For the lack of a high-speed
pMOS device, it is hard to design the inverter for pulse ampli-
fication, so we have replaced it with the broadband amplifier
using the device GALI 84 InGaP HBT from Mini-Circuits,
Brooklyn, NY, to verify the concept of the proposed architec-
ture. A Sirenza SHF-0289 MESFET is used to implement the
PAs. The designed class-D and class-F PAs have 51.7% and
69% continuous wave (CW) PAE at 29 and 27 dBm, respec-
tively. It is valuable to compare the power consumption of the
digital baseband processor and PA. The dc power consumption
of the FPGA is relatively small compared to that of the PA, as
shown in Fig. 15, thus the effect on the overall efficiency is not
significant.

The efficiency and output power degrade from the above
value due to the on resistance of the switch device on the drain
node. Moreover, due to the switching effect, the output
power is also degraded. Since the average duty ratio of the

-digitized CDMA IS-95A envelope signal is approximately
50%, one-half of the full current of the device flows under the
switching operation so that the output power is reduced by
3 dB.

Fig. 16 shows the time-domain output signal of the class-D
amplifier. Since the response time of the designed class-D am-
plifier for the pulse is 10 ns, it shows the limitation in following
the pulse stream when the width of minimum pulse period is less
than 20 ns, according to (15). As a result, it is hard for the PA to
exactly respond to the pulse stream as the sample rate increases
more than 50 MHz. Compared to the class-D PA, the class-F
PA has the reduced device capacitance, which allows the higher
sample rate. The rising and falling times decrease to nearly half
so that it can follow the pulse stream up to 100 MHz. Fig. 17
shows the time-domain output signal of the class-F PA. The de-
tailed view of the time-domain output signals are presented in
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Fig. 16. Time-domain output signal of the class-D PA at: (a) sample rate =

20�MHz and (b) sample rate = 80�MHz.

Fig. 18. They explain the decrease of the output power and effi-
ciency caused by the imperfect switching (slew effect depending
on ) at the high sample rate. The variation in the pulsewidth
is not so significant that the linearity degradation by slewing is
not serious.

The maximum efficiency of the -digitized transmitter is
obtained by optimizing the input power with the proper dc-bias
voltage, whose control is conducted by the FPGA. The dc-bias
conditions with appropriate input powers for various average
output power levels are presented in Tables I and II, and Fig. 19
shows the efficiency versus output power. For the average output
power range of 10.8–22.1 dBm, the measured power-added ef-
ficiency (PAE) of the class-F PA are 48.6%–51.7%. The
of the -digitized PA calculated using the value obtained in
Section II-B is 31%, which can be improved using the better
amplifier. Fig. 19 also shows that the class-F PA has a relatively
low drop in PAE versus sampling frequency than the class-D
PA.

As mentioned above, the 80-MHz sample rate
satisfies the minimum linearity requirements for the CDMA

Fig. 17. Time-domain output signal of the class-F PA at: (a) sample rate =

20�MHz and (b) sample rate = 80�MHz.

IS-95A signal. The lower sample rate (lower OSR) of the
modulator generates more quantization noise, as presented in
(10) and Fig. 5. The measured results in Fig. 20 match quite well
with the simulation results. It also verifies that the sample rate
of 80 MHz satisfies the specification, while the sample rates of
20 and 40 MHz are not enough. At the maximal average output
power, the measured adjacent channel power ratios (ACPRs)
are 46.6 and 57.9 dBc at 885-kHz and 1.98-MHz offsets,
respectively. Figs. 21 and 22 show that the -digitized trans-
mitter achieves high linearity over the broad range of average
output power levels.

The out-of-band noise is the critical issue in this transmitter.
For the 80-MHz sample rate, the implemented transmitter re-
quires an additional bandpass filter to reduce the noise in the Rx
band. If the sample rate can be increased higher than 250 MHz,
with the help of a duplexer positioned behind the PA, the fourth-
order -modulator enables the transmitter without the addi-
tional bandpass filter, as shown in Fig. 7(b). Another possible
method is to utilize the sinc filtering mechanism occurred in
the discrete to analog conversion process. For 20- and 40-MHz
sample rates, the zero of the sinc filter is located at the Rx band
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Fig. 18. Measured time-domain output signals of: (a) the class-D amplifier and
(b) the class-F amplifier at 80-MHz sample rate: The degradation of the output
power and efficiency comes from the limited slew rate of the PA. The pulsewidth
does not significantly change.

TABLE I
DC BIAS AND P in CONDITIONS OF CLASS-D PA AT OSR = 32

so that the out-of-band noise reduces. In that case, however, the
noise in the Tx band is not low enough that the multibit approach
is required.

V. MULTIBIT APPROACH

The multibit quantizer reduces the amount of the quantiza-
tion noise at the overall band. This means the enhancement of
the efficiency and linearity. As the number of quantization bits
increases, however, it gets harder to control the PA. Moreover,

TABLE II
DC BIAS AND P in CONDITIONS OF CLASS-F PA AT OSR = 32

Fig. 19. Measured efficiency of class-D and class-F PAs with the��-digitized
envelope signal for CDMA IS-95A signal. The sampling frequency varies from
20 to 80 MHz. For the class-D PA, the efficiency suddenly drops as the sampling
frequency is higher than 50 MHz. (The efficiency of the dc/dc converter is not
considered here.)

Fig. 20. Measured output spectra of 1-bit ��-digitized transmitter with var-
ious OSRs. They show good match with the simulation results.

to amplify the envelope signal efficiently, 1-bit characteristic is
preferred. It can be done by using the cell array of the unit PAs.
Each unit PA is turned on and off according to the control signal.
This is a conceptually good candidate for the multibit PA, but
there is a problem in combining the power signals from the mul-
tiple PA cells, which can be solved using the uneven power-com-
bining concept of the Doherty amplifier [25].
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Fig. 21. Measured ACPRs of class-D and class-F PAs with 80-MHz ��-dig-
itized envelope signal for CDMA IS-95A signal.

Fig. 22. Power spectrum densities of the output signal at 12 and 22 dBm.

Fig. 23. ��-digitized transmitter employing three-level quantizer.

Fig. 24. Time-domain output signal of ��-digitized transmitter employing
three-level quantizer.

Fig. 25. Output spectra of 40-MHz second-order�� digitized transmitter em-
ploying two-level (1 bit) and three-level quantizers withOSR = 16 (40 MHz).

To remove the power-combining loss, we utilize just one PA
while the multibit information is delivered through the mul-
tiple power supply array. They consist of switches and mul-
tiple voltage sources having different dc voltages. The array of
switches are orthogonally turned on, thus there is no power-
combining problem in this structure. To verify the concept of the
multibit PA, the modulator employing a three-level quan-
tizer is designed. The output signal from the three-level quan-
tizer is encoded to two-way 1-bit signals in the FPGA and deliv-
ered to the switch in the same way as described in Section IV.
Fig. 23 describes how the three-level digitized PA works. The
three-level system is implemented with the 40-MHz sample rate
due to the speed limitation of the FPGA. The experimental re-
sults in Figs. 24 and 25 show that the output signal of the PA
has a three-level digitized envelope with reduced quantization
noise. It also reduces the Rx band noise quite well with one zero
by sinc filtering, as shown in Fig. 26. The modulation efficiency

of the modulator is improved to 89% and the PAE of
the PA is 54.6% at 20 dBm of the average output power with
the CDMA IS-95A signal. The consequent overall efficiency

is 48.6%, which is already very good.
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Fig. 26. Measured Tx and Rx band spectra for ��-modulator employing
three-level quantizer. The zero induced by sinc filtering lowers the amount
of the quantization noise at Rx band, but the mismatch by the “dirty”clock
deteriorates the filtering effect.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The RF transmitter employing the constant envelope mod-
ulator has been designed and implemented. Among the var-
ious modulators, the modulator has been chosen for its
noise-shaping characteristic. The linearity and efficiency of the
transmitter highly depends on the quantization noise, and the
appropriate quantization level and OSR have been determined
to reduce the quantization noise. The 80-MHz modulator
with quantization satisfies the minimum linearity speci-
fication of the CDMA IS-95A signal. To realize the circuit,
we have heavily utilized the digital environment (FPGA) and
combined the modulated envelope signal with the up-converted
phase signal through the PA. The class-D and class-F PAs have
been fabricated and compared for the optimum operation with
the digitized envelope. The measurement results have verified
that the most important factor in the digitized operation of the
PA is to alleviate the slewing effect by the device capacitances,
and the amplifier with small device capacitance is suitable for
this application. For the experiment using the CDMA IS-95A
signal, the measured overall efficiency is 31% at 22.1-dBm av-
erage output power, while the linearity requirements have been
satisfied. This transmitter has provided high efficiency and lin-
earity over all usable output power levels. The noise power at
the receiver band can be suppressed successfully by introducing
zeros in the modulator and with the help of the duplexer. To
enhance the performance further, a multibit quantizer has been
employed with a new combining method. It eliminates the ef-
ficiency degradation from the power-combining loss by using
the multiple switch array. The implemented 40-MHz three-level

-digitized RF transmitter has presented 48.6% of the overall
efficiency at 20-dBm average output power. The performance
can be further enhanced by developing the higher multibit dig-
ital PA with better efficiency. For the full utilization of the trans-
mitter architecture, we should solve the switching speed limita-
tion of the PA and the out-of-band noise problem in the
modulator, hopefully without employing the output filter. How-
ever, this architecture can be easily applied to the modulator ap-
plication as it is.
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